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The Mu 101 general theory of music (working draft) 
 

Neutral 

A piece of music is any creation of sound. 

 

A piece of music is any type of completed composition with different musical features put 

together. 

 

 

Science  

A piece of music is like science: it follows steps or instructions yet always changes and 

progresses. 

 

 

Intention 

A piece of music is sounds put together with thought behind them. 

 

 

Aesthetically pleasing/value judgments 

A piece of music has a constant fluctuation of sound with incorporates complimentary sounds 

which flow smoothly. 

 

A piece of music is musical features that are crafted into an artistic form, and I expect the pieces 

to be impressively put together. 

 

A piece of music is a combination of sounds that is aesthetically pleasing to the ear, whether for 

the creator or the listener. 

 

A piece of music should be around us and performed in a most natural way. 

 

Music doesn’t have to be pleasant. 

 

As an audience member, my expectations come from not wanting to be disappointed. 

 

 

Listener reaction/relationship to the listener 

Music is anything that feels right or speaks to them on a personal level. 

 

Music is communication. 

 

A piece of music is a sound that can portray a feeling, an action, or pretty much anything. 

 

Music doesn’t have to necessarily convey a message or tell a story. 
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Music is the sound of all the things around us. It’s the flow of ideas, motion of sound. Whether it 

makes sense to us or not, it is still music. It being pleasant or not is a question of personal 

preference and choice. 

 

 

Ambivalent/broad 

A piece of music can be anything you consider to be a piece of music. 

 

A piece of music is an art style that uses anything to convey and create emotion, imagery, or any 

type of thought. 

 

Music is just expression in another form of art. It’s used as a tool to help others enter the 

creator’s (or creators’) mind(s), to see, to feel, and to hear from another’s perspective. It’s not 

just entertainment; it’s literally a building block to human life as we know it. 

 

It’s all one big pile of art and expression. 

 

 

Effect that music has 

Music is internal, as well. It is supposed to make you think and absorb your area/surroundings. 

 

A piece of music is an experience; it’s a moment where we can reflect on the sounds. 
 


